Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)
Multi-purpose detectors -Silicon vertex detector 
Forward Jet Measurement Forward Jet Measurement
Forward jets probe high-x at lower Q 2 (= -q 2 ) than central jets Q 2 evolution given by DGLAP 
Underlying Event & Hadronization Correction Underlying Event & Hadronization Correction
Calorimeter Calorimeter--level jets level jets
Hadron Hadron--level jets level jets
Hadronization Hadronization
Parton Parton--level jets level jets
Inclusive Jet Cross Sections vs Theory Inclusive Jet Cross Sections vs Theory
Data consistent with NLO pQCD predictions in all rapidity region April 7-11, 2008 DIS 2008 Experimental uncertainty in the forward region smaller than the PDF → will contribute to further constrain PDFs
Dijet Production Dijet Production
Test of pQCD predictions Sensitive to new physics: decays of massive particles decays of massive particles, compositeness
Consistent with NLO pQCD predictions
Experimental uncertainties comparable to PDF uncertainties No significant evidence for a resonance found April 7-11, 2008 DIS 2008 No significant evidence for a resonance found. Drell-Yan (DY) events provide clean environment for studying UE -1 +1 0 η
Away Region
Drell Yan (DY) events provide clean environment for studying UE In DY events, the transverse and toward region (excluding the leptonpairs) are both sensitive to underlying event, while the away region is largely affected by the recoils April 7-11, 2008 DIS 2008 largely affected by the recoils (p T g g ) In Run II QCD studies, often use "Midpoint" algorithm, i.e. look for stable cones from middle points between stable cones Infrared safe to NNLO Stable cones sometime overlaps merge cones when overlap > 75% k T algorithm Cluster objects based on their relative transverse momentum (k T ) momentum (k T ) Iteratively cluster pairs of close objects until all objects become part of jets No issue of splitting/merging. Infrared and collinear safe to all orders of QCD. April 7-11, 2008 DIS 2008 Successful at LEP & HERA, but relatively new at the hadron colliders More difficult environment (underlying event, multiple pp interactions…)
Underlying Event in DY and Jet Production Underlying Event in DY and Jet Production

